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C H AP T E R

I

Introduction

The geometry studied in high school deals with infinite sets
of points and lines.

But the geometries which the writer shall

consider in this paper contain only a finite number of points and
lines.

Such geometries are called finite geometries.

It was G. Fano who, in 1892, first considered a finite geometry.

Finite geometries were not brought into prominence until 1906 when
Oswald Veblen and W. H. Bussey made a study of them.

Since that

time the study of finite geometries has grown considerably.
In the study of finite geometry one must remember not to read a

meaning into the undefined terms line and point.

We must for€et the

Euclidean properties of a line and think of it as only a collection
of points.
The purpose of thic paper is to show that the existence of finite
geometries furnishes additional support of the hypothetico- deductive
nature of much of the present- day geometric study.

We shall be concerned

with the development of several of the finite goemetries.

In each case

we shall try to prove as many theorems as poosible from. a given set
of axioms for the geometry.

A comparison will also be made of soffic

of the properties of one finite geometry with tho properties of another
finite geometry.

The principle of duality will be studied

- l -

,
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and a brief comparison of a finite geo~etry with ordinary Euclidean
geometry shall be given.

CH APTER

II

Finite Geometries

A.

A Geometry of Four- Points and Six- Lines
This geometry can be defined by the following axioms :
Al.

There are exactly four distinct points.

A2.

On any two distinct points there is exactly one line.

A3.

On any line there are exactly two distinct points.

Definitions :
1.

Two lines without a point in cormnon are said to be
parallel l ines.

2.

Two points wi thout a line in co1::mon are said to be
parallel points.

3.

The intersection of two sets A and Bis the set of all
elements belonging to both sets A and B.

4.

The empty or null set i s the set having no elements.

Notation and Sy,ibols :
Each point will be denoted by a sL~glotor set of one number.
Each line will be denoted by a two element set whoce elereents are
the points on that line.
be denoted by A 11 B.
symbol¢.

The intersection of two sets A and B will

The null or empty set wi ll be denoted by the

T, along with a numb9r denotes the theorem and its number.

- 3 -
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A, along with a number denotes the axiom and its number.
will be denoted by this symbol

Parallel

I I•

The following theorems can be established from the axioms above:
Tl.

There are exactly six distinct lines.

Proof :

By Al, there are four distinct points.
distinct points by

{11

{ 21

Let ' s denote these

{ 31 ,

and

{

4\ .

A2 states that on any two distinct points there is exactly

ono line.

The possible pairing of two distinct points are

' ( 1,3} '{1,41 '{2,3}, { 2,41

'

and

Now since each of the six distinct t~o- element

•

sets above determines exactly one line, then there are
exactly six lines.
T2.

On any point not on a given line, there is exactly one line
parallel to the given line.

Proof:

In Tl we proved that there are exactly six distinct lines.
Namely

{1,21 , {1,3 f

and

3,41 .

\

, { 1,41

, { 2,31 , { 2,4I

Since parallel lines arc two lines without

a point in common, to find those lines, if any , parallel to

{ 1,2 J

1,2 J with the
n { 1,33 = ( 11
other five lines. Note that { 1,21
(1,21 n { 2,3] = { 21 , { 1,21 n { 1,41 = ( 11 ,
\1,21
Since

,

we

form the intersection of (

n { 2,41 = { 21 '
{1,2 J n ( 3,4J = ¢,

but ( 1,21
then

n (3,4\ = ¢ .

( 1,.2 1 II { 3,4} •

- 5 -

l 1,3 1

Similarly ,
and

n { 2, 41

= tj

implies

{1 , 41 n { 2 , 3J = tj implies { 1,41

f 1,3] I' {2,4 ~,

II ( 2 , 3J

•

Thus

T2 is valid.

T3.

There exists at least one line.

Proof :

By Tl , there are exactly six distinct lines.

Hence there

exists at least one line.
T4.

Since there are exactly two points on each line then there
are exactly three lines on each point.

Proof :

To prove that there are three lines on each poi.rt , it is
sufficient to show that each point is the intersectiov of
exactly three lines.

Note that { 1 l

(21 = {1,21 n { 2, 3J

n { 3 ,41

, {

4J

=

= (1,21

n{

1 , 3} t'1 {1 ,4 J ,

n { 2,4J, { .3 1 = { 1 ,3) n

n {2,4)

{ 1 ,4}

n { ?,4 )

o

t2,3 )

Moreover

these are the only possible intersections having a point in

common with 3 distinct lines.

Thus T4 is valid.

T5. There are no parallel points.
Proof:

Recall that parallel points are two points without a line
in common.

By A2 , we 1mow that on any two distinct points

there is exactly one line.

Therefore no points are parallel

since this violates the definition of parallel points.

- 6 -

The geometry may be represented by the geometric model or
figure below.

Remark:
A3 prevents the figure from being drawn like thiso
1

2

.3

4
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This geometry may also be represented by the figure below:

3

- 8 -

B.

A Geometry of Four- Lines and Slx Points
This geometry can be defi•,ed by the follow''1g s.xioms:

Al.

There are exactly four disti nct lines.

A2.

On any two distinct lir.es there is exactly one point
in common.

AJ.

On any point there are exactly two lines.

Definitions :
1.

Two lines witho11t a point in common are said to be parallel
lines.

2.

Two points without a line in common are said to be parallel
points.

Notation and Symbols:
Each line will be denoted by a singleton set of one nu.~ber which
is a point on that line.

Each point is denoted by a two element set

whose elements are the lines in the geometry.
denotes the theorem and its number.

T, along with a numcer

A, along with a number denotes

the axiom and its number.
The following theorems can be deduced from the stated axioms :
Tl.

There are exactly six distinct points.

Proof:

By Al, there are exactly four distinct lines.
them

{

1} ,

and

Let ' s call
0

By A2 ,

0

✓

on any two distinct lines there is exactly one point
in comnon.

Now l~t ' s consjd.er these possible pairi:.g

of the lines as points { 1 , 2 1
[ 2,3

J ,

{ 2, 4 1

, and

'

{ 3, 4

{ 1 ,3

J ,

J

By A3 , on any

•

( 1 ,4 "J

point there are exactly two l ines, assures us that no
two of these points coincide.

Therefore , there are

exactly six points.
T2. There exists at least one point.
Proof:

This follo•.s ironediately from A3 which states that on
any point there are exactly two lines.

This assertion

also follows the proof of 11.
T3. Since there arc exactly two lines on each point , then there
are exactly three points on each l ine.
Proof :

For the proof of this theorem we can look at the points
listed in the proof of Tl and actually count the points
on each line.

( 1,3)
{ 2, 3}

t

'
{1,3} ,

On line { 1 1

{ 1,4 }

; on line { 2 }

{ 2,4} ;

{ 2, 3}

we have the poirits { 1 , 2 } ,

on line

,

huve the points {1,4 }

{ 3J

·,1e have { 1 , 2 }

we have the points

{ 3,4} ; and on line { 4 J

'

{ 2,4 }

'

, and

{ 3,4 1

•,1e

.

'
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Therefore , since this list contains all possible distinct
points , there must be exactly three point s on every line.
T4. Each point has 0ne and only one point parallel to it.
Proof :

By A2 , on any two distinct lines there is exactly one point
in comrrion.

Since there are four distinct lines by Al , there

remain exactly two lines on , :hich this point does not l.ieo
1

By A2 it ~s implied that there is one and only one point
in com-1rm on the remaining two lines.

Therefore , there is

one ~nd only one point parallel to any given point.
T5. No lines are parallel.
Proof :

Recall tr~t parallel lines are two lines without a point
in comman.

By A2 , we know that on any two distinct lines

there is exactly one point.

Therefore no lines are parallel

since this violat es the defin:tion of par91lel line:.
This geometry may be represented by the geometric model or
figure belo.,.
3

5

1

- 11 -

Remark:
A3 prevents the figure from being drawn as tle diagram or
model belo\.J.

,. ,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ 2,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3

l
6,

5

4
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c.

A Comparlson of (A and B).

The Principle of Duality

We are now in a position to establish an important property
of the axioms Al through A3 that is present in the axiolllBtic
systPm defining the two finite geometries above.

This property

called the "principle of duali tv" , rests on the observation that
if "point" and "line" are interchanged in those axioms (thereby
obtaining their "duals") , axioms Al , A2 , and A3 in one geometry
become axioms Al , A2 , and A3 in the other geometry.

Pence , the

same interchange carried out on any logical consequence of the
axioms (that is on any theorem proved using a certain set of axioms)
yields a theorem whose formal proof may be obtained by effect ing
tre interchange ir. ~ach statement occuring in the proof of the
first theorem (that is interchanging "point" ~md

11

line 11 ).

Note

that in the geometry of Four- lines and Six- points Tl, T2, T3 , T4,
and T5 are the duals of Tl , T3 , T4, T2 , and T5 , resrectively , in
the geometry of Four- points and Six- lines.

Since the validity of

each theorem of the system depends ultimately on the three axioms
of the system, the validity of the so- called duals of the theorems
is based on the duals of the three axioms , which is a logical consequence of the original SPt of axioms.
This principle of duality is interesting in that it is often
present in finite geometries , however , it seldom holds in a geo-

- 13 -

metry having an infinite number of points and lines such as
ordinary Euclidean geometry.
Remark :
An example of a theorem in Euclidean geometry such that if

"poi.rtt" and "line 11 are interchanged you get a false theorem is
the theorem stated below:
Theorem:

Through a given point not on a given line there is at
least one line parallel to the given line.

Dual of theorem:

Through a given line not on a eiven point there

is at least one point parallel to the given point.

- 14 -

D

0

A Geometry of Se~cn- Points and Seven- Lines
The following axioms define this geometry :
Al. There exists at least one line .
A2. There are exactly three points on every line.
A3. Not all points are on the same line.

A4. There is exactly one line on any two dis"inct points.
A5. There is at least one point on any two distinc t lines.
Definitions :
1.

Two lines without a point in common are said to be
parallel lines.

2.

Two points without a line in common are said to be
parallel pointso

Notation and Symbols :
Each point will be denoted by a singleton SPt of ore alphabet.
Eech line will be denoted by a three- element set whose elements are
the points on that lineo

The symbol { xyz J

if x , y and z are points in the geomet ry.
denotes the theorem and its num.bero

shall derote a line

T , along with a number

A, along with a number denotes

the axiom and its number.
The following theorems can be deduced from the axioms above :

- 15 -

Tl. ~here exists at least one point
Proof:

0

By Al there exists at least one line. By A2 every line
contains exactly three points.

Hence it is clear that

there exists at least one point.
T2. There is at most one poi~t on anv two distinct linee.
Proof:

Let us assume the contrary and sucpose it is possible
for t,.w lines say L1 and L , to have two points , say
2
P1 and P2 in common. This contradicts A4 which asserts
that there is exactly one line on any two distinct points.
Hence it follows that any two distinct lines can have at
most one point in common.

T3. Any two distinct points determine exactly one line.
Proof:

By A4, we lmow there is exactly one line on any two distinct

points.

Thus T3 ~ollows loeic3~ly.

T4. Any two distinct lines have exactly one po; Pt in common.
Proof:

A5 states that there is at least one point on any two
distinct lines.

T2 implies that there is at most one

point on any t\.Jo distinct lines.

Hence any two distinct

lines have exactly one point in comr:..on.

- 16 -

T5.

At least one line is not on a given point.

Proof:

By Al there exists at least one line.
does not contain point, P , T5 is valid

If this line, L,
0

Suppose, there-

fore , that line L passes through point { A1
are exactly three points on every line.
two points besides

{

A}

0

Let {

present the other two points on L.

D)

By A2 there

0

Thus L contains
and

{El

By A3, not all points

are on the same line f so there is a point say {
on L.

re-

C}

, not

By T3 there is a line say½_ that contains { E} and

{c 1 .

Hence , by T4, Land ½_ have exactly one point in

common, and this point is {EJ

•

Therefore ,

{.A} , which

lies on L cannot lie on L • So in either case there exists
1
a line not on a given point.
T6.

Every point lies on at least three lines.

Proof :

Let P be an arbitrary po int in this geometry.

By T5 there

exists at least one line, L, that does not pass through P.
implies that line L contains three points z P , P2 , and
1
P • By T3, each of these points determines with P exactly
3
one line. But T4 implies that any two lines have exactly
A2

one point in common.

Hence the lines determined by P and P ,

are distinct. Therefore there are
p and P , and P and P
2
3
at least three lines passing through an arbitrary point P
as asserted.

1
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T7. There are exactly seven-points.
Proof:

By Al there exists at least one line, whicP by A2 has
Th(:n , by A4 there is a

exactly three points on ito

t ABC}

unique line containing the three po.i.nts , say
Note that

[AS

{ ABC)

and {

C}

•

is the only line containing both
o

Since by A3 not all points are on the same line there exists
a point { D1

which is not on line

A4, { D J lies on
from { ABC

1 •

a line -with

{ A)

{ ABC J

, which is distinct

By A2 this line must have three points on

it , and by A4 it cannot contain either { B
Hence, there exists a line ( ADE

lABC~

o

Furthermore ,

{El are

J

{A?, {B} , { cJ

distinct points.

{ E~

and

(ADE

r , and

, and { F}

1 , { c\

•

,

n1 ,

{.

and

(

A1 , { B}

distinct from

, {_ C]

,

( D}

,

are distinct points.

, ( ADE 1 , \. BDPJ

By A4 there is exactly one line on any

t"1o distinct points.
( B

or { C 1

By a similar argument it can

So far we have three lines, { ABC !

and six points.

!

distinct from line

be shown that there exists a line { BDF}
{ ABC)

And now by

O

Point

, { D1 ,

lie on a line with

{ F)

f A)

and

o

no1,1 lies on a line with
{ E)

, and hence it must

But every line has exactly

- 18 -

three points 1 so this line containing ( A1
must ha,,e s.t least one more point
point cannot be

(BJ

,

{ C\

By A4 , the third

0

,

{_ D~

Hence there must exist another point (
there is a line

t

AFG 1

{ F1

and

, or

G1

\

z\

0

such that

Thus there arc ex~ctly

seven po · ntso
TS. There are exactly seven lines.
Proof :

We have established th~t
and

{ AFG

J

{ABO !

J

{ ADE

'

' { BDFI

are four lines in this geometry.

In T7

above we proved that there arc exactly seven points in this
geometry.

By Al+, there is exactly one line on o.ny two

distinct poirts.

Thus the following possible lines must be

, { cnxl , { ccx} , { cExl

considered; { 3:1!.'X l

{ EGX 1

, and
domain 0£ the variable X is

{ A, B, c,n ,Ti' , ~ , C}

(BEX )

Consider line

given points }

0

lino containing

( B1

one more point.

By A4, it can contain only

end { E ~

the given choice of points in T7.
line

{. BEG

1

0

-

( the t"'o

By A2 , the

111ust conteir, exactly

{ cl

from

f£nce , we have a new

A4 now rules out

f

{A ,C,:J ,F

1

where the domain of y is

, where the

BCY
0

J

arid

( BGY

J ,

- 19 -

No-w consider

By A2 and A4 it must contain
r
)
I so we have a new line l CJX;> o A4 r ules out

( GJ
{CGYS

{ C....,X
l
v > •

and

By A2 and A4,

(CJ::F\

•

{ ooy J
{ Cf'X

1

, where the cloTJlRin of y is {A,B,E,F j.
must conts.ir.

r.~,oreover , \4 rules

(

(

O'l;.t

C?Y 1~

where the domain of Y is ( A ,B, D,G

1 .

generated distinct lines

,

( B"JF \

{ BEG 1

{ ABC }
\ CIX;

3

""' 5

, giving us
, c.:1d

Hence ',le h1'1.ve

( ADE ~

, and ,

u"'Y 1J

{

[ C?:F

\. A...'"'G } '

J

•

Therefore there are exactly s even lines.
Remark:

The principle of duality holds.

Dualizing the axioms -we obt,sin :

Al .

There exists at least one point.

A2.

There are exactly three lines on every poirt .

A3.

Not all l ines are on t he same point.

A4.

There is exactly one point on any two distinct lines .

A5.

There is at least one line on any two distinct points.

The duality of the theorems above and their proofs cun be proved
true as a direct con~equence of the dualizatiori of the axiorr,s.
particular we shall concern ourselYes wit h the dual of T6 :
Theorem.
Proof:

Every line lies on exactly three point:.
Let L be any line in this geometry.

By the dual of T5

there exists at least one point , P , that does not lie on

In

- 20 -

L.

The dual of A2 implies the.t this point P lies on

th ree lines , Ll ' L , and L •
2
3

By the dual of T3 each

of these lines mept Lin exactly one point.

But the

dual of T4 implies that any two points have Pxactly
one line in cnmmon.

,

Pc rice the points on L: { L,1i_) ,

are. distinct.

There~ore thero

are exa.ctly three points ttat lie o~ ~ny line L

0

The model below may be obtained from t~is axiomo.tical system.

Remark:

In the first ~wite geometry studied in this paper there
were parallel lines , but no parallel points.

In the finite

geometry of four lines and six points we observed th~t there
were parallel points, but no parallel lines.

A remarkable

fsct about the geometry of seven point::; and seven lines which
distinguishes it ~rom the other two geometries studied is that
there are no parallel lines and no parallel points.
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E.

Affine Geometrics

An affine geometry cnn be defined by the follc•,Jing axioms:
Al. If P , Q €.. J, , there is ex3ctly one line L containing
P and Q.

A2. If P E ~ e.nd L is a line such that ".)

and only one line m such that P

E

¢

m

L, there is one

and m is parallel to L .

A3. There exist at lea5t four disti ct points , no three of which
are contained in any one line.
Definitions:

1.

T1o10

lines without a point in common are said to be parallel.

Collinear points are points which l:i.o on the same line.

A set of lines consisting of a line Land all lines parallel
to Lis called the parallel class of L.
Notation and Symbols :
Each point will be denoted by an alphabet.

Each line will be

denoted by a pair of alphabet~ ,..,:rich are point s on th::i.t line.
.:ill be denoted by the symbol
denoted by the symbol ,Z.
and it::: number.
number .

II•

PuraJlel

An affine fini tc geometry will be

T , along ~ith a number denotes the theorem

A, along \:ith a number denotes the axiom and its
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The following theorems can be established from the axioms ~bove.
Tl. If

11_

and L2 are distinct lines , then½

n 12

contains at nost

O!'e fOint .

Proof:

By

Al if P , Q

E.

J>, there is exactly one line L containing

P and Q which :illlplies that there are exactly one line on
any

two distinct points.

Hence , if 1

1

and 1

2

are distinct

lines ½_ il L2 contains at most one point.
T2. If Lis a line and Pis a point not on L, then the number of
lines containing Pis one more than the number of points in L.
Proof:

By A2 if P e.. $ and L is a line such that P

i

L, there is

one and only one line m such that P c. m and m is parallel
to L.

Now each line through P , except the one parallel to

L, contains exactly one poirt of L.

This is ilr.plicd by Al.

Thus there is a one- one correspondence between the points
of L and the liDes through P exclusive of the or.e parallel
to L.

Therefore T2 is valido

T3. Each line has the same number of points.
Proof :

Let P , Q, R, and S denote four points of $, no three of
which are collinear by AJ.
nor on line RS.

Then Pis neither on line~

Thus , by the preceding theorem line QR
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and line RS have tl1e same number of points; nrunely , one
less than the number of lines through P.

Similarly line

RS and line PS have the same number of points, and so on.
Thus

A2

implies that there are exactly six lines deter-

mined by the four points.
same number of points.

These linec must also have tbe

Now consider any line L.

one of the six lines, the theorem is proved.

If Lis

If Lis not

one of the six lines, Lis distinct from line PQ, and at
least one of the points R or Sis on neither line PQ nor

L.

The same argument may be used to show L has the same

number of points as line PQ.

Thus, every line has the

same number of points.
T4.

If n is the number of points on each line, then every point
is in n + 1 lines.

Proof:

For a given point P, there is some line L such that P /
by A3, (no three points are collinear) .

L

Thus T2 and T3

imply there are n + 1 lines through P.
T5.

n

Proof:

T6.

>

2.

This follows from Al and A3.

If a line meets one of two parallel lines it meets the other
also.
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Proof :

Let line PQ be parallel to RS.

Since we established in

T3 that four points P , Q, R, and S determine exactly six
lines , then lines PS and QR intersect both lines PQ and
RS.

Using a similar argument , it is true of all the lines

that if a line meets one of two parallel lines it meets
the other also.

T7.

If n is the number of points on each line , and if Lis a line
in S, there are exactly n - 1 lines distinct from Land parallel
to L.

Proof:

By A3, th~re is a line m that meets Lin a single point.
Every line parallel to L meets m, by T6.

Through every

point of m not on L there is exactly one line parallel
to L.

Hence , t~e number of lines parallel to Lis the

number of points of m n~t ot L.

T8.

If there are n points on each line then there are n 2 points
in$.

Proof:

Let L be any line in ?,.

Each point of J, is in exactly one

member of the parallel class of L.
each with n points.

T9.

Hence,

There are n members ,

i has n. n

. t
= n 2 pom
So

If there are n poi~ts on a line , then , there are n(n + 1)
lines in the geometry J,.
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Proof :

We can see that each line is in exactly one parallel
class.

So i t remains to determine the number of

parallel classeso

There are n points on a line . Through

each poi.~t there is exactly one member of each parallel
class ; thus the number of parallel classes is equal to
the ~umber of lines through a point.
n + 1 lines through a point by T4.
n(n + 1) lines in the geometry J!>.

But there are
Hence, there are
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F.

An

Interesting Finite Af~ine Geometry

As ari example of a finite affine geometry we shall consider
the following model:
ABC DE

A IL T W

.A X Q O H

F G H I

J

S VE HK

RKI BY

KLMNO

GORUD

JC US L

PQRST

Y~FNQ

VT MF D

UVWXY

MPXBJ

NG E WP

The distinct letters shall be called points.

The set of

fiTe letters which occur together in any row or any column shall
be called lines.

T,w lines without a point in common are said

to be parallel lines.
Observe that the model satisfies the three axiom~ given for
an affine geometry.

That is, (1) no line is on more than two

distinct points , (2) through a point not on a given line one and
only one line csn be drawn parallel to the given line, and (3)
there are at least four distinct points; ro three of which are
collinear.

Thus the following theorems hold trivially in this

geometry.
Tl. Each line bas the same number (five) of points.
Proof:

This fact follows from the model.
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T2. n
Proof:

>

2 •

From the model each line has 5 distinct poL~tsJ so
n

? 2 in this geometry.

T3. If½_ and L2 are distinct lines, L
1
one point.

n L2

Example: Consider line½ as ABC DE

and line L as AF KP U.

Then L fl L
1
2

=

contains at most

2

Ao

T4o If Lis a line and Pis a point not on L, then the number of

lines containing Pis one more than the number of points in L.
Example:

Let L =ABC DE

and let i be a point not on L.

Then

the nwnbPr of lines containing i is 6, which is one more
than the number of points in L ~hich is 5 pointso

Tho

six lines containing the point i &re AF KP U, KL MN O,

S VE HK,~ K D Q J, R KI BY, and X KC T G.
T5. Every point is in 5 + 1

=6

lines.

T6. If a line meets one of two parallel lines it meets the other also.
Comment: By definition of parallel lines , line ABC DE is parallel
to line F G HI J .

Then note tr.at line AF KP U meets both

lines; that is, it intersects ABC DE
in

F.

in A and F G HI J
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T7.

If Lis a line in,2 there are exactly 5 - 1 = 4 lines
distinct from Land parallel to L.

Comment:

Consider the line ABC DE.

There are exactly 5 - 1 = 4
They are F G HI J,

lines distinct from Land parallel to L.

KL MN O, P QR ST, and UV W X Y.
TB .

There are 5 2 = 25 points in j .

Comment:

Consider line ABC DE.

Each point is in exactly one

member of the parallel classes of line ABC DE.

There

are n = 5 members (lines) in each parallel class.

Thus,

there are 5.5 • 25 points in the geometry$ .
T9.

There are 5(5 + 1) = 30 lines in the geometry.

Comment:

The theorem above is consistent with the model.

Now let's formulate the following definitions:
1.

By the distance

z1 z2

between two points

z1

and

z2

on a line P

is meant the least number of steps along the line P from one
point to the other, where the first letter of the line is
considered as following the last letter of the line.

(Thus,

on line ABC DE, distance DB= 2 and distance AE • 1) .
2.

Two points pair

z1 , z2

and

z3 , z4

are congruent, and we write

Zl' Z2 = Z3 Z4' 1"f they both lie on row lines or both lie on
column lines and if distance
AC= RD and DS = KG) .

z1 z2

= distance

z3z4 .

(Thus,
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3.

A line Q is perpendicular to a line P if there exist two points
Z1 and Z2 on P such that for each point

z on

Q,

zz1

zz

•
2
(Thus line AFKPU is perpendicular to line ABCDE, since we may

take

z1 = B, z2

=

= E).

Many theorems of Euclidean plane geometry can be shown to hold
in this finite geometry.

Some of the theorems that hold in this

geometry are stated below.
Tl.

Through any given point there is a unique perpendicular to a
given line.
By defin1tion of perpendicular, thus line E JOT Y is

perpendicular to line UVWXY, since we may take
T2 .

z1 = X and z2 = u.

The altitudes of a triangle are concurrent (meet) in a point

Take for example, triangle AIK .

The altitudes from AIK are

the lines AR JV N, F G HI J, WK D Q J which are concurrent in J.
T3.

The perpendicular bisectors of the three sides of a triangle are
concurrent in a point}.
For example, in triangle AIK, the three sides are AI, KI, AK,

·
whose nu.·apoints
are T ,

y,

F , respecti·vely •

The three perpendicular

bisectors of the sides are THU NB, HY L DP, F G HI J, which
are concurrent at H.
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T4.

The three medians of a t riang
·
1 e are concurrent in a point
The three medians of triangle AIK are t h e f o1 lowing:

The

median to side AI is X KC T G; AS GYM, is the median to
side KI and F G HI J is the median to side AK.

These medians

are concurrent at G.
TS.

Every segment has a midpoint .
For example, consider line ABC DE .

The line segments of

line ABC DE and the midpoint of each segment are given below:
Line segment AB has midpoint D, AC has midpoint B, AD has
midpoint E, AE has midpoint C, BC has midpoint E, BD has
midpoint C, BE has midpoint A, CD has midpoint A, CE has midpoint
D and DE has midpoint B.
T6.

If one pair of sides of a quadrilateral is congruent and parallel,
so is the other pair of sides.
For example, quadrilateral SHBM has two pair of sides SM, HB

and SH, MB.

Now SM~ HB and SH~ MB by definition of congruent.

Line SM // HB and SH // MB by definition of parallel.
T7 .

The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.
For example, parallelogram AEYU has diagonals AY and EU that

intersect at M which is the midpoint of both AY and EU.
Proposition:
Triangle AIK is isosceles, with vertex I, and the altitude
from I bisects the base AK.
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By definition, an isosceles triangle is a triangle with at
least two equal sides.

Now triangle AIK has side AI= KI= 2.

Therefore, it is isosceles.
J.

The altitude from I is line F GR I

The point Fis the midpoint of segment AK which is the base.
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